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2. letnik srednje šole

Pozdravljen-a! Veseli smo, da sodeluješ pri angleški bralni znački. Upamo, da so ti bile prebrane knjige 

všeč. Želimo ti veliko uspeha pri reševanju nalog.  

  

  

     Richard Curtis: FOUR WEDDINGS AND A FUNERAL

   I. These events take place at a traditional British wedding. Put them in the correct order 1-8. 

 A.  a photographer takes photos outside the church

 B.  the best man gives the priest the ring

 C.  everyone sits down to eat, and the best man makes a speech

 D.  the bride and groom leave for their honeymoon

 E.  the bride and her father arrive at the church

 F.  the groom and guests arrive at the church

 G. the priest begins the service

 H. the wedding guests eat, drink and then dance

       John Grisham: THE FIRM
   V.  Match the names (1-8) with the descriptions (A-H).

   1. Abby  a) An associate who’s been with the firm for seven years.

   2. Bendini b) An FBI agent involved in watching the firm

   3. Oliver Lambert and Nathan Locke c) Mitch’s wife

   4. Lamar Quin d) Mitch’s brother 

   5. DeVasher e) The man who started the firm.

   6. Kozinski and Hodge f) The two bosses of the firm.

   7. Tarrance g) Two members of the firm who the security chief 

            is worried about.

   8. Ray h) The head of the firm’s security.
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II. Which wedding do the sentences belong to?

    Match the chapter titles with the sentences (A-I) and fill in the gaps with the correct letters.  

 
  
  A. ‘Find a doctor,’ says Charles, urgently. 

  B.  ‘I’m really well. Charles, I’d like you to meet Hamish. Hamish and I are going to

         get married.’

  C. ‘But what about you, Fifi? Have you met your future husband here?’ ‘No. I’ve

         been in love with the same man for years – you, Charlie,’ says Fiona.’

  D. ‘If you are a bride’s maid, you’ll get sex, ‘ they said. ‘But has it happened? No,

         it hasn’t. Nobody has been near me.’

  E. ‘This is the wedding from hell!’ Old girlfriends everywhere. I’ll probably meet

         Henrietta next. That’ll really finish the day off for me!’

  F.   ‘Lovely dress, girl! But why the hell are you marrying a man in a skirt?’

  G.  ‘You haven’t forgotten the ring, have you?’ ‘No, no, of course not.’  

  H.   ‘We slept together last night – we made love – so that means we’re getting

         married, doesn’t it?’

    I.   ‘Are you having a good time?’ she asks him. ‘Oh, yes, of course! Wonderful –

          better than my father’s funeral! Really entertaining!’ Charles says. ‘I thought  you ‘d gone.’ 
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  Margaret Johnson: ALL I WANT

III. Who said what? 

  Brad    Alex    Willow    Barry    Diana

 Write the names next to each statement.

_____ ’ I fell in love with him at first sight, at the job interview.’

_____ ’ I know, I could give you a lift to Rottingdean. That’s where my next flower

       delivery is. You could visit your mother.’

_____ ’ Sometimes I wish I’d never opened the gallery at all. It’s nothing but trouble.’

_____ ’ You are talking about lust  , not love Alex. You just want to take him to bed

            and make love to him.’

_____ ’ In fact, darling, that vase is a lot like the life I’d like you to lead: exciting and

      colourful.’

_____ ’ I’ll be working away from home for a while though. We won’t see so much of

       each other for a few weeks.’

_____ ’ Oh, I gave him that to paint on. Sorry, did I do something wrong? It didn’t look

           as  if there was anything on it.’

_____ ’ This place belonged to my grandmother. She was a friend of the Bloomsbury

      Group.’

_____ ’ Oh, and of course I’m not wearing the right shoes for such an activity.’

_____ ’ That’s not a very nice way to welcome me when I’ve taken a day off work 

       specially to see you.’        
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IV. Match the adjectives with their synonyms ! 

   1. handsome a) weird

   2. foolish b) scared

   3. cross c) uncomfortable

   4. unusual d) envious 

   5. eccentric e) silly

   6. boring f) annoyed

   7. clever                                                    g) good-looking

   8. embarassed                                         h) dull

   9. frightened                                            i) smart

  10. jealous                                                 j) not ordinary 
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The First Wedding 
 – Agnus and Laura
The Second Wedding
– Bernard and Lydia

The Third Wedding
– Hamish and Carrie
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